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of information by using cookies. To learn more, we see privacy policy.× We explain what organizational behavior is, which are the different variables that define it and its most important features. The C.O. analyses behaviors that increase efficiency. What is organizational behavior? Organisational
behaviour refers to the behaviour of individuals within an organization of which they are a part of. But it is also interdisciplinary science that studies how the behaviour of individuals is affected by other people, by the group and by the environment within organizations (mainly companies). To do this, he
studied several variables using behavioural sciences: psychology, anthropology, sociology, political science, etc. Various factors and variables that influence behavior at the personal, group and organizational levels analysed. Understanding the cause of this behavior increases efficiency as well as solving
conflicts. This can serve you: Organizational climate. Organizational behavior properties: Describe. How people behave under certain circumstances. Understand. What is the point of that behavior. Predict. How certain employees will act. Control. The behavior, at least in part. Work satisfaction is
compliance with employees regarding their tasks. These are variables affected by independent variables. The most commonly used in analysis is: Productivity. This refers to the extent to which an organisation achieves its goals (efficiency) at a low cost (efficiency). Absence. Factor that affects costs and
reduces the chance of achieving goals. Job satisfaction. The extent of conformity of workers regarding their tasks, their compensation and the context in which they work. These are the alleged causes of changes in dependent variables. They are observed in three different levels: Individual level. All the
characteristics of a person at the time of the study: values, attitudes, personality, age, gender, marital status, seniority in the company, skills (intellectual and physical) Group level. The way people behave in contact with others. These include leadership, bar barracing ability and conflict management,
along with group-specific characteristics. Organizational level. Structure and management of human resources. Data that can understand the factors that affect individual behaviour in general can be obtained from the personal record information of each employee. Every person interprets the world around
him from his or her own subjectivity. In addition, the characteristics of an object and observing situation perception affect. Values. Every person has values on what is morally correct or not (content of value) that is of greater or lesser importance to him at some point in his life (intensity of value). Attitudes.
They are usually associated with some value, as they are the evaluation response we have in a situation, person or object. Most important in the field of work is: satisfaction at work, participation in the work and dedication to the organisation. Personality. These are the qualities that each person identifies.
These characteristics determine how each individual adapts or responds to the environment, both of emotional reactions and rational choices regarding their goals. Learn. This is the process by which experience generates a relatively permanent change in the behavior of the individual. However, learning
also depends on certain skills. Aspirations and needs. There are usually some, but some will be priorities, and this allows for the individual's behavior to provide. Formal groups assign tasks within a structure they define. A group is a set of people associated with each other through common links or
interests. What they have in common (they can make values, beliefs, ideologies, goals, perceptions, etc.) make their behavior relatively predictable. The structure of a group influences the expected behaviour of its members. Formality involves the definition of the authority of a leader, the establishment of
rules and policies, which rule the establishment of the group. Formal groups. Tasks are awarded within a structure that defines them. Desirable behaviour is aimed at the objectives of the organization. Examples of formal groups: command group, task group, and temporary (or ad hoc) groups. Informal
groups. Unstructured alliances that can also occur in the working environment, but are not determined by the organization. For example, interest or friendship groups. In an organization, the activities needed to achieve a common goal can be divided. In organisations there are interest groups (directors,
managers, employees, unions, etc.) who are expected to make contributions, for which they offer incentives and rewards. In other words, there is a mutual relationship between stakeholders and the organization. In addition to analysing the three internal levels of the organization, organizational behaviour
should be understood as the interaction of three independent conceptual systems: The physical and technological environment of the location The social environment The personal system of the members of the organization technological means affecting organizational behavior. Each it is placed in a
social context called the institutional system and can use technological means offered by the environment, called a technical system. Both influence behaviour within each institution, despite being external. From the study of all aspects that influence behaviour within the organization, devices can be
designed to enable motivation at both the individual and group level. Motivators are actions that are oriented with continuous enrichment of the task, developing the skills of individuals and groups. In each organisation there are a number of values and standards that are transmitted throughout all its
hierarchies. However, organizational culture also includes the set of experiences, beliefs and attitudes shared by members of the organization, both becoming internal (between groups and members) and external interactions (with other organizations). Organizational behaviour allows you to evaluate the
changes necessary either in organizational culture or in the way it is transmitted. Follow in: Organizational culture. How to quote? Organizational behaviour. Author: Julia Máxima Uriarte. To: Caracteristicas.co. Last edition: July 5, 2019. Available in: . Retrieved 23 October 2020. Drivers are those who
perform activities by others within an organization. An organization is a coordinated entity that seeks to achieve a common goal or goals. In the activities of a manager there are 4 stages: Planning, Management, Organization and Control. Management plays very important roles within an organization, so it
should be able to develop technical skills to apply knowledge and experience gained, human skills ability to work with other people, and conceptual skills to deal with complex situations. It is an interdisciplinary and almost independent science, in its field of research seeks to determine how individuals,
groups and the environment affect the behavior of people within organizations, thus always seeking efficiency in the activities of the company. Studying the behaviour that people have within a company is a challenge that has never been thought of by managers before and that today is one of the most
important tasks; the organization should attempt to adapt to people who are different from the human aspect is the determining factor within the possibility of achieving the achievements of the organization. Organizational behaviour is a discipline that succeeds in collecting contributions from various
disciplines based on verbigracia behavioural pediology, anthropology, sociology, political science among others. Within the study of the we will consider dependent and independent variables. The dependent variables that some authors consider or who are more stressed: Productivity.- the company is
productive if it understands that you should be effective (achieving goals) and be effective (that efficiency goes hand in hand with low cost) at the same time. Absenteism.- each company must keep under absence within its ranks because this factor largely changes costs, there is no doubt that the
company will not be able to achieve its goals if people are not going to work. Satisfaction at work.. - that amount of reward the worker receives for his effort is balanced and that the same employees feel satisfied and convinced that's what they deserve. The independent variables that influence the
individual behaviour of people are: Variables of the individual level.- these are all who own a person and who have been able to assecer them since birth, such as their values, attitudes, personality and their own skills that may have been variable by the company and who will influence their behaviour
within the company. Variables at the group level.- the behavior that people have when in contact with others is very different. So it represents a study factor for organizations. Organizational Systems Level Variable.- Individuals and groups will, as a result, the working processes, policies and practices that
the organisation performs will impact what needs to be analyzed. After being clear about the variables that influence organisational behaviour, we can say that organizational behaviour helps the manager in the following aspects: See the value of the diversity of the workforce through the cultural
knowledge of the individual who will allow you to know how to adapt the policy of the company. Improve the quality and productivity of the employee, allowing appropriate learning systems to develop in order to achieve positive changes in the organization. Serves as a guide in creating a healthy working
climate where ethics and cedars go hand in hand. Provides specific knowledge to improve interpersonal skills. Organizational balance theory. When studying the reasons why people work together, behaviour sees organizations as a system that receives contributions from participants, through dedication
or work, and in return they offer incentives and incentives. This theory is based on the following: Incentives or incentives: These are payments made by organizations to their workers, such as salaries, bonds, prices, praise. Incentive tools: Each incentive has a certain useful value ranging from individual
to individual., this utility is subjective and has much to do with the individual need for each Contributions: These are the payments the worker gives to the organisation involved, such as work, punctuality, loyalty to each other. Contribution Utility: This is the value of each individual's effort for the
organization to achieve its goals. Fundamentals of individual behaviour: To relate individual behaviour and its interesting elements to the patterns of behaviour that individuals accept within organizations, we must begin by illustrating what behaviour or behaviour means and its different manifestations,
elements and influence factors. We will define behavior as the individual's way of being and the set of actions he takes to adapt to his surroundings. Behaviour is the answer to a motivation regarding psychological, physiological and motor skills components. As we link individual behaviours with
organizations, we understand that it is social elements, it is interesting to know how social psychology focuses on the behaviour or behavior of humans, with its main areas of research that are: Socialisation defined as the process of adapting or forming for a specific social environment. This is how
individuals teach the rules that regulate their behavior with others in society, the groups they are members of, and the individuals they come into contact with. Changing attitudes that are often considered learned susceptibility that influence and consist of the response to certain objects, people or groups.
Social affiliation that is conceptualized as the strength and influence of factors that determine who and how individuals are associated – if they do – or they will try to exercise influence over others or be influenced by others. The structure and dynamics of groups where we study how the individual and the
group influence each other, where topics such as leadership, their roles, their styles and their efficiency have been addressed. Personality and society differences in the degree of motivation towards success, for example, have proven measurable and are of decisive importance to knowing how a person
behaves in different social situations. The types of attitudes towards authority, as well as the idea of authoritarian personality, relate to certain aspects of social behavior. Interpersonal communication social psychologists consider language and communication as central to the organization of social life.
Nonverbal communication is shown as a complex unconscious communication that uses the language of the body and is basically the harmonious functioning of social interaction. Social cognition includes the study of how people explain their own behavior and those of others, studying it the effect of all
these thinking and motivation. Once we have the perspective that psychology has of individual behavior and explains some useful concepts in our study, we will combine these ideas with what Organizational Behavior defines as the main elements of individual behaviors that Robbins says are represented
by biographical characteristics, skill, personality and learning, individual variables that are easily clear to identify in all people. Biographical features: It can easily be considered to be obtained by managers and for the most part includes information contained in the employee's history. They also allow the
employer to better understand who their employee is and give them responsibilities and challenges according to their individual profile. Within the biographical properties we can list the following: Age.- It is said that older people are less productive and this is not the case, as unlike young people they have
their experience and are barely replaced. It is also said that the older a minor desire is to lose their jobs because of the lack of opportunities they have. However, an older person can be part of absence because of the diseases they can get. Gender.- the first thing to consider is that between men and
women the differences are little in carrying out the job. As for working hours, the woman prefers one where it allows her to combine her work activities, so according to studies, women have higher rates of absence because she lives in a culture where women are linked to situations of home and family:
marriage status.- There is no evidence that this factor affects much, but is believed to be married man more responsible , have some absence and are more satisfied in their work because they have a family and need to look at their interests. Ancient.- it suggests the situation that seniority within work
brands productivity in a positive way the longer it is in the company the more perfected in its work. Also you are more satisfied with what you do. But when it comes to rotation, the picture is not as good because sometimes by not creating the company's seniority with the worker ends. Individual Skills: This
is the ability of a pear person to perform various activities, where each of the people is not equal, so it seeks to adapt people's skills and find the right way to use it. Skill influences the level of performance and employee satisfaction. Skills can be subdivised for study into two aspects: Intellectual skills.- are
those we use to perform mental activities, it can be measured by tests or tests to Schools, government dependencies, there are seven dimensions: numerical plant, verbal understanding, perceptual velocity, inductive reasoning, spatial visualization and memory. Physical skills.- are necessary
requirements to perform tasks that require power, ice, trespassing, where physical capacity will be identified by management. The personality: define itself as the way the person acts with others and acts before his surroundings, or we can say that personality is the term with which is usually designated
as unique, singable, has an individual, the qualities that distinguish him from others. Thinking, emotion and behaviour alone do not constitute an individual's personality; it is exactly hidden behind these elements. There is talk of the search to find all the characteristics of personality that allow people to be
identified, at the end of several studies were considered 16 characteristics that reflect those who more commonly reflect the behavior of an individual in a specific way. The Meyers-Briggs (MBTI post) indicator, which is a 100-question personality exam, classifies individuals in four personality types:
extroverts or introverts, sensitive or intuitive, rational or passionate, and perceptional or judicious. Once understood that personality refers to a number of personal characteristics, affecting motives, emotions, values, interests, attitudes and measures; Organized in the social, cultural and family
environment, we will say that this element has a decisive influence on the work performance and success of the organization, we must also know that within the many characteristics of personality their special potential to provide the behaviour of people in organizations: Orientation to realisation,
authoritarianism, Machiavelism, self-esteem, self-control and a tendency to Orientation to realize.- People in great need of realisation are constantly struggling to do things better. They inevatly seek success through activities where challenges are their greatest motivation. Authoritarianism.- Those who
have an authoritarian personality will have a negative relationship with performance, when employment requires sensitivity to the feelings of others, touch and ability to adapt to complex and changing situations. On the contrary, when work is very structured and success depends on strict respect for rules
and regulations, the authoritarian employee works well. Machiavism.- Take the name by Machiavelli who wrote on how to get and use strength. These kinds of people believe that the end justifies the means, they like to manipulate more and earn more, so they are not easy to persuate. Self-esteem.- is the



degree in It is accepted by yourself, this trait often determines the degree of success of people, all who have high self-esteem, will be able to face challenges other than their fears or conditions, except that they will not be as susceptible to situations abroad. In administrative positions, people with low self-
esteem often worry about the pleasant others, and are therefore less likely to take unrest popular positions. On the contrary, individuals with high self-esteem develop safety and confidence in the tasks they perform, and are more likely to succeed at work. Control locus or place of control.- There are
people who think they are responsible for their lifestyle and their destiny. Internally, they control what happens to them or external, by external forces. Research related to this aspect suggests that people with a lot of self-control tend to pay more attention to the behaviour of others and are better able to
meet than those who have little restraint. Self-control leads to success in administrative positions where the performance of many, even often inconsistent, roles are required. Self-monitoring.- able to adapt my behavior to the situations that arise in everyday life that this point speaks of people with high
self-monitoring can show different faces of themselves as required, even if they are sometimes inconsistent, but will be considered for promotions within the company or other organizations. Risk-taking.- means that management positions within a company should attempt to accept responsibilities when
making decisions. Studies to the extent to which the risks are taken sometimes depend on the position you are in. Finally, the influential element in individual behavior teaches, which Robbins (1994), refers to it: Any relative change in behavior occurs due to experience. Learning is constantly ... A change
in the thinking process will not learn, but is accompanied by a change in behaviour. Based on this definition we will say that learning is the change that occurs at any time that changes our behavior, and that it is linked to the experience that over time. You may have knowledge of situations or activities, but
learning is based on us that apply that knowledge. Likewise, this ladder can become favourable if we apply positive reinforcement and thereby look for ways to increase people's performance by considering that applying penalties maybe only have negative consequences. Regarding How do we learn?,
three theories were presented to explain the process by which patterns of behaviour, which are: classical conditioning, industry conditioning and social learning. We will then sum up its contents. Classical Conditioning was developed by psychologist Ivan Pablor in the late 19th century and is based on
stimulus-response theory and we see this in an organization when, for example, the general arrangement and cleaning have been ordered since senior executives will have an inspection, for stimulus response reasons the employee will always associate with inspection, but if, on the other hand, the
employee will always associate , cleaning and ordering ordering is ordered without any inspection scheduled, everyone will continue to think that an inspection will come, since this response is a conditioned action in learning the individual and the organization. Industrial conditioning was presented by
psychologist Skinnner and behaviour is said to be a function of its consequences. People learn to drive the other way they allow them to get what they want or avoid what they don't want. In this type of conditioning, a desired behavior will lead to reward or prevention of punishment. If a behaviour is not
positively strengthened, it will reduce the chance of a repetition. Social learning can focus as an expansion of industry conditioning and is based on people learning through observation and direct experience, which is caught through their individual perception. 2. Origin of systems theory The theory of
organization and administrative practice has undergone substantial changes in recent years. The information provided by the sciences of administration and behaviour has enriched traditional theory. This research and conceptualisation efforts have sometimes led to diverse discoveries. However, an
approach has emerged that can serve as a basis for achieving convergence, the system approach, which facilitates the association of many fields of knowledge. This approach was used by physical, biological and social sciences as a frame of reference for the integration of modern organizational theory.
The first exhibiter of the General Theory of Systems was a biologist Ludwing von Bertalanffy, published between 1950 and 1968 in an attempt to achieve an integrated methodology for the treatment of scientific problems. Based on the Association for General Systems Research was established in 1954,
whose goals were as follows: To investigate the isomorphism of concepts, laws and models in various fields and facilitate transfers between them. Promotion and development of theoretical models in fields that they are not missing. Reduces duplication of theoretical efforts. Promotes the unity of science
by unifying conceptual and methodological principles. As pointed out by other work, TGS arises in response to the exhaustion and inappropriability of analytical-reducing approaches and their mechanical-causal principles (Arnold &amp; Rodríguez, 1990b). This follows that the main principle on which
TGS is based is the idea of organic totality, while the previous paradigm is based on an inorganic image of the world. Gradually, the TGS attracted great interest and soon several trends among its eaves developed, including cybernetics (N. Wiener), information theory (C.Shannon and W.Weaver) and
system dynamics (J.Forrester). While the field of applications of the TGS does not recognize restrictions, when used in human, social and cultural phenomena it has been noted that its roots are in the field of natural systems (organisms) and in those of artificial systems (machines). The more equivalents
we recognize between organisms, machines, men and forms of social organization, the greater the possibilities for the correct application of the TGS approach, but the more we experience the qualities that characterize humans, the social and cultural and their corresponding systems, their inadequacy
and shortcomings will become clear. Despite its limitations, and while we realize that the TGS currently offers only partial aspects for a modern General Theory of Social Systems (TGSS), it is interesting to examine it in detail. We understand that in it we look at the establishment conceptual distinctions
that facilitated the path to introducing their perspective, especially in cultural ecological studies (e.g. M.Sahlins, R.Rappaport), polytechological (e.g. K.Deutsch, D.Easton), organizations and companies (e.g. D.Katz and R.Kahn) and other anthropological and sociological specialties. Finally, the purpose of
the General Theory of Systems is not to seek analogies among the sciences, but to try the scientific superficiality that stagnates to avoid the sciences. For this purpose, it uses contributing and transferable models between various scientific continents as a tool, since such extrapolation is possible and
integratable to the various disciplines. It does not attempt to solve problems or try practical solutions, but it seeks to produce theories and conceptual formulations that can create conditions applicable in empirical reality. Within these, some basic assumptions were established, such as: There is a sharp
trend towards the integration of various non-social sciences. This integration seems to be aimed at a system theory. Such system theory can be a broader way to study the non-physical fields of scientific knowledge, especially in social sciences. With this theory of systems, through the development of
unifying principles that vertically approach the relevant universe of the respective sciences we approach the purpose of unity of science. can generate much-needed integration in scientific education. The general theory of systems states that system characteristics cannot be significantly described in
terms of their separate elements. Understanding systems takes place only when systems are studied worldwide, involving all inter-distances of their subsystems. In turn, the T.G.S., is based on three basic premises, within which we can call: Systems exist within systems; For example: molecules exist
within cells within tissues, tissue within organs, organs within organisms, organisms within colonies, colonies within nutritional cultures, cultures within larger sets of cultures, and so on. Systems are open; This is a result of the above premises. Every system that is investigated, besides the minor or large,
receives and downloads something on the other systems, usually on those who are continent to it. Open systems are characterized by a process of infinite exchange with their environment, which is the other systems. When the exchange ceases, the system disintegrates, that is, it loses its energy
sources. The functions of a system depend on the structure; For biological and mechanical systems, this statement is intuitive. Muscle tissue, for example, contract because they consist of a cell structure that allows contractions. This is not the TGS itself. , but the properties and parameters it sets for all
systems, which is the area of interest in this case. From now on, instead of talking about TGS, we will talk about system theory. 3. Systematic Approach The concept of system has continued to master science, and mainly administration. If you talk about astronomy, you think about the solar system; if the
subject is physiology, one thinks of the nervous system, the circulatory system, the digestive system; sociology speaks of social systems, the economy of monetary systems, the physics of atomic systems, and so on. The systematic approach, nowadays in administration, is so common that it is almost
always used, sometimes unconsciously. When we talk about system we can define it through many connotations: a set of interdependent and interterctuant elements; A group of combined units that form an organised whole and whose result (output) is greater than the result the units may have if they
worked independently. People, for example, is a system consisting of a number of organs and members, and only when they function in a coordinated manner is man effective. Similarly, you might think that the organization is a system consisting of a number of interactive parts. For example, a
manufacturing firm has dedicated a section to another dedicated to sales, a third dedicated to finance and various others. None of them is more than the other, in itself. But when the firm has all these sections and they are properly coordinated, they can be expected to work effectively and achieve profits.
Finally, we can then define it as: an organized or complex whole; a set or combination of things or parts, which form a complex or unitary whole. But according to Bertalanffy, it is said that the system is a set of mutually related units, derived from which two concepts are derived: the purpose (or purpose)
and that of globalization (or totality). These two concepts reflect two basic properties in a system; let's look at: Purpose or purpose; Each system has one or a few purposes or goals. Units or elements (or objects), as well as relationships, define a distribution that always tries to achieve a goal.
Globalization or totality; Each system has an organic nature, where means that an action that produces change in one of the system units is likely to produce changes in all other units of the system. In other words, any stimulation in any unit of the system will affect all other units, due to the relationship
between them. The total effect of these changes or changes will be presented as a completely adjustment to the system. The system will always react worldwide to any stimulus produced everywhere or unity. There is a cause-and-effect relationship between different parts of the system. Thus, the system
undergoes changes and the systematic adjustment is constantly. Changes and continuous system settings lead to two phenomena of entropy and homeostasis. Where we need entropy (2nd Principle of Thermodynamics), it is interpreted as the tendiness that systems must bear, to disintegration; where it
is said that as it increases, systems break down into simpler states. For example, if by lack of communication or ignorance, the standards of authority, functions, hierarchy, etc. of a formal organization gradually abandoned, entropy increases and the organization gradually shrinks to simpler and more
rudimentary forms of individuals and groups. Thrive the concept of nintrophy, that is, information as a means or instrument of system management. While homeostasis means; dynamic balance between parts of the system. Systems have a tendiness to adapt in order to make an internal balance against
external changes in the area. The definition of a system depends on the importance of the person who wants to analyze it. An organization, for example, can be understood as a system or subsystem, or even a supersystem depending on the analysis you want to do. So it's a matter of approach. So, a it
can be displayed as a system, composed of various subsystems (sections or sectors) and integrated into a supersystem (the company), as can also be displayed as a subsystem consists of other subsystems (sections or sectors), bearing a system. The term system is generally used in the sense of the
total system, but it is interpreted as the components and relationships necessary for the realization of a purpose, given a certain number of restrictions, where it is intended to order all the components and relationships of the system, while the system restrictions are the restrictions in its operation that
define the limits (boundaries) of the system and make it possible to its operation that defines the limits (boundaries) of the system and makes it possible to explain the restrictions where we can see that the components necessary for the operation of a total system are called subsystems, which in turn are
formed by the assembly of new, more detailed subsystems. Thus, both the hierarchy of systems and the number of subsystems depends on the intrinsic complexity of the total system. It is important to mention that systems can function simultaneously in range or parallel and that there are no systems
outside of a specific environment (environment): systems exist in and are conditioned by a medium. Where we have that the environment is the set of all objects that, within a specific limit, may have some influence on the operation of the system. Another important term is limits (boundaries) that were the
environmental condition within which the system should function. Next, we will call some types of systems, where it can be said that of them there is a wide range and a wide range of typing pologies to classify them, according to certain basic properties; it is usually classified: As for their constitution,
which can be: Physical or concrete systems; when they consist of equipment, machinery and actual objects and things. And they can be described in quantitative terms of performance. Abstract systems; when they are composed of concepts, plans, hypotheses and ideas. Here symbols represent
characteristics and objects, which often exist only in people's thinking. In fact, in some cases, the physical system works in line with the abstract system; is the example of a school with its classrooms, desks, plates, lighting, etc.) to develop an education programme (abstract system); a data processing
center, where equipment and circits process teaching programs to the computer. What their nature wants can be closed or opened: Closed systems; They are the systems that do not exchange with the environment surrounding them, because they are airtuitive to any environmental influence, it receives
no influence from the On the other hand, they also do not affect the environment. They receive no external resources and nothing produces the exact meaning of the term. The authors gave the name of closed systems to those systems whose behaviour is completely deterministic and programmed and
functioning with a very small exchange of matter and energy with the environment. The term is also used for fully structured systems, where elements and relationships are combined in a peculiar and rigid way producing an invarian output. They are so-called mechanical systems, such as machines. Open
systems; are systems that have exchange relations with the environment, through input (input) and outputs (products). They exchange matter and energy regularly with the environment, they are usually adaptable because in order to survive they should be constantly adapted to the conditions of the
environment. They maintain a residue game with the forces of the environment and the quality of their structure is optimal when the set of elements of the system is organized, approaches a customizable operation (learning process and self-organization). Open systems cannot live in isolation because
they maintain a continuous influx and exit, maintenance and support of components, not throughout their lives in a state of chemical and thermodynamic balance, obtained by a firm state called homeostasis, thus avoiding the increase of entropy and can develop towards a decreasing state of order and
organization (negative). Through environmental interaction, open systems restore their own energy and recovery losses in their own organization. The concept of open system can be applied at various levels of approach: at the level of the individual, at the group level, at the level of organization and at the
level of society, goes from a microsystem to a supracial system in broader terms, it goes from the cell to the universe. It is important to dimension, that within the systems there are parameters that are defined as: Input; system income that can be material resources, human resources or information. It
forms the starting power that the system provides with its operational needs; and are usually: in ranges (result or output of an earlier system to which the system is directly related under study), random (random, where the term random is used in the statistical sense, it represents potential inputs for a
system) and retroaction (reintroduction of a portion of the system outputs itself.) Processing; this is what turns an input into output, as such can be a machine, an individual, a computer, a chemical, a task performed by a member of the organization, etc. In transforming inputs into outputs we should
always know this transformation is performed. Often the processor can be designed by the administrator. In such a case, this process is called a white box. But in most situations, the process by which input is converted into output is not known in their details because this transformation is too complex.
Different combinations of inputs or their combination in different sequence orders can cause different output situations. In such a case, the process function is called a 'black box', which is used to represent systems when we do not know what elements or things make the system or process, but we know
that certain outputs are matched and therefore be able to incedate, assuming that certain stimuli, the variables will work in a sentence. Outputs; are the results you get from processing the inputs. Just like entries can take the form of products, services and information. This is the result of the operation of
the system or, alternatively, the purpose for which the system exists. The outputs of one system are converted to input from another, which will process it to convert it to another output, repeat this cycle indetermine. Feedback; Feedback occurs when system outputs or the influence of system outputs in
context, the system re-enters as resources or information. Feedback allows control of a system and it takes affirmative measures based on the information backed up. Environment; is the medium that surrounds the system external. A system will always relate to the context it surrounds, ie, the set of
objects outside of the system, but which it strongly affects, and in turn affects the system, although in a smaller relationship, affects the context. 4. Organization as a system an organization is an organization a socio-technical system is included in a broader one that affects society with which it interacts by
influcting one another. It can also be defined as a social system, made up of individuals and working groups responding to a certain structure and within a context on which it is partially controlled, developing activities by applying resources for certain common values. Within the subsystems that form a
company, we have: Psychosocial subsystem: it is composed of individuals and groups in interaction. This subsystem consists of individual behaviour and motivation, status and paper ratios, group dynamics and influential systems. Technical subsystem: refers to the knowledge necessary for the
development of tasks, including the techniques used for transforming inputs into products. Administrative subsystem: relates to the organization with its environment and sets the objectives, develops integration plans, strategy and the design of the structure and establishment of control processes. During
Taylor's structural theory, Fayol and Weber studied organizations as closed systems, now within the T.G.S., they focus as open systems, as their characteristics typical of these systems such as: Their behavior is probably and not deterministic, organizations are open systems affected by changes in their
environment where there are unknown and uncontrollable variables. They are part of a larger society and consist of smaller parts that have an interdependence with each other. They have a state of balance (Homeostasis) and a property of adaptability (changes in the system, innovation). Where
homeostasis guarantees the routine of the system and adaptability leads to changing the break. They have more or less defined boundaries or boundaries, formulate goals and are characterized by morphogenesis (ability to change their structural shapes). This can be done by comparing a cyber process
that allows its members to compare the desired results to those who need to be obtained and errors that need to be corrected to change the situation. 5. The model of organization under cyber focus The purpose of cybernetics is to develop a language and techniques that allows us to attack governance
and communication problems in general. What stabilizes and coordinates the functioning of complex systems such as living things or societies and allows them to deal with variations in the area and shows more or less complex behaviour is controlled, allowing the system to choose inputs to obtain certain
predetermined progress (outputs). Regulation is compiled by cybernetics is a discipline intimately linked to the general theory of systems, to the extent that many consider it inseparable from it, and deal with the study of: command, control, regulations and the management of systems mechanisms that
allow the system to maintain its dynamic balance and achieve a state. To understand the structure and function of a system that we should not handle it separately, we will always need to see general system theory and cybernetics as a single discipline of study. In the field of cybernetics, the large
calculator machines and all kinds of similar mechanisms or processes of self-control and machines that imitate life. The perspectives opened by cybernetics and the synthesis performed in comparison to some results by biology and electronics, gave life to a new discipline, bionics. Bionics are the science
that studies the: principles of organization of living creatures for application for technical needs. Knowing man well is to facilitate the choice of weapons needed to fight his illnesses. By it is of course to see a part of research to focus on a better understanding of physiological processes. To help
themselves with chemistry and physics is how great progress has been made. If you want to continue a better path, it should be more opened in the field of mechanics and even more in the field of electronics. In this respect it opens up to Cybernettics. Models of the organization too. Model katz and kahn
Katz and Kahn develop a broader and more complex organizational model, by applying system theory and organization theory. They said that organizations consclate a class or social system, which in turn is considered an open system (see figure below) as it has the following characteristics: Import
(entry); The organisation needs input from the environment and needs energy supplies from other institutions, people or the environment, that no social structure is self-suppresentative. Social systems need input from the production (import of energy to achieve a result) and maintenance (import of energy
to maintain the system). Transformation; organizations process and convert their input into final products. Export (output); means exporting your products and results to the environment. Systems as a recurring cycle; organizations regain their information over time. Negative entropy; Supplement energy,
maintaining its organizational structure. Negative feedback and coding process; it aims to maintain some constant in the balance of energy (import and export) with the environment to ensure its organizational character and avoid the entropical process. Differentiation; the organization tends to multiply and
develop functions (roles), which is a tendency to develop a structure. Equivalence; the organization (system) can achieve the same final condition through different pathways based on different initial conditions. Limits or boundaries; the organization offers barriers between the system and the environment.
b. Model Tavistock This model was proposed by sociologists and psychologists from the Tavistock Institute for Human Relations, based on results of research conducted by them in English coal mines and with Hindu textile companies. The organisation is devised as a sociotonic system. In addition to
being seen as an open system in constant interaction with their environment, organizations also maintain as a structured socioption techniques system on two subsystems: The Technical Subsystem; these include the tasks to be performed, the physical facilities, equipment and instruments used,
operational services and techniques, the physical environment and the manner in which it is arranged, as well as the duration of the tasks. In short, the technical subsystem covers technology, territory and time. It is also of the potential efficiency of the organization. The Social Subsystem; these include
the individual's physical and psychological characteristics, the relationships between the individuals in charge of carrying out the task, as well as the demands of his organization, both formally and informally in the situation of work. The social subsystem changes potential efficiency in actual efficiency. The
sociotonic approach devises the organization as a combination of technical subsystem (task requirements, physical environment and available equipment) and a social subsystem (system of relations between those who perform the task). The open system model provided by the sociote techniques
approach is part of the assumption that the organization: import (acquisition of raw materials); conversion(change imports in exports) and exports (location of import and export performance). The sociotic approach adopts the basic model Import - Conversation - Export derived from system theory 6.
Contingency The word contingency means something uncertain or ultimately what may or may not happen, it usually represents a statement whose truth or falseness can be known through experience or reason. It is based on knowing that: There is no single and exclusive organizational model to
organize- there is dependence on the external environment, variation in the environment and technology affects the variation of organizational structures. variation in the environment and technology influences the variation of the organizational structure. Today it is said that Contingency Theory sets a new
standard in the General Theory of Administration (TGA), leaving behind some approaches, but that somehow contributed to the rise of this. Let's look at some of these theories below: Classical Theory; pregnant the organization as a closed system with no connection to its outside environment. The theory
of human relationships; understanding an approach to the internal environment - which was valid for one human organization was valid for others. The The Theory of Bureaucracy (Max Weber); I just care about the internal and formal aspects of a closed system, without individual participation. Structural
theory; here is the first focus made on the interaction of the organization and the organization is seen as an open system. The theory of systems; is where concern arises about the creation of more or less defined open models that deal dynamically with the environment. All of these theories reflect
approaches that give rise to the birth of Contingency Theory where organisations are observed from within, here are external factors that provide organizational characteristics (cultural, political, economic, social etc.) Origin of Contingency Theory It was born from a series of studies to verify or
organizations Certain industries have the assumptions of classical theory (the division of labour, the width of control, and the hierarchy of authority), such as: 1. Chandler's research: It is based on its research in major American organizations; the organizational structure of large companies has gradually
been determined by their marketing strategy and determines that through a historical process consisting of three phases: Resource congestion; companies chose to expand their production facilities before organising a distribution network. Rationalization of Resource Usage; Integrated companies in this
way had to be reorganized, costs were needed to remain stable by creating a functional structure, with a clear definition of line of authority and communication. Profits depend on the rationality of the company and its structure had to adapt to market variations. Continuation of growth; Due to the above the
profits case, the market has saturated, the chances of further reduction costs have been reduced, from there has the need to diversify and look for new products and markets. Rationalization of the use of resources in growth; market strategy to cover new product lines and new markets(new divisional
structure by department, from there is the need for a good application of growing resources. This research said that environmental change is the most important factor in selecting the right structure. Research by Burns and Stalker conducted studies from twenty English companies to realise the
relationship between administrative practices and the external environment of these industries; the provision that there are two organizational systems (mechanistic and organic), which we describe below: The Mechanist: individuals performed in their tasks as if they were different from the actual tasks of
the company, It was said that the mechanistic form of organization working under stable environmental conditions Organic: these systems adapt to unstable conditions, here to adapt the organic form under the environment With this research has been established that the environment determines the
structure and functioning of organizations. 3. Lawrence and Lorsch research His research was conducted in 10 companies in three different industrial media: plastic, packaged food and containers. In their theory, they agree that the problems in organisations (differentiation and integration), are
differentiation because there is a subdivision in subsystems or departments in which each performs in a specialised task and an environmental context is also specialised and integration because the more differentiated an organisation is the more difficult to (using solutions is simpler). After this research,
the authors agree that there is no absolute way to organize, it depends on the environmental conditions (Theoria Contingencial). 4. Research by Joan Woodward Tomo for his study 100 companies of different types of business and divides them into three different types of production technology, which we
mentioned below: Unit or Workshop Production; units or small quantities are produced; the production process is less standardized (aircraft and ships). Mass or mechanized production; it is produced and manufactured in large quantities, workers operate machines that can perform various operations on
the product (cars). Series or AutoMated Production; human participation is minimal. There was an ongoing process (oil refineries, chemical production, steel). The closure of this researcher is engulfed in the technology adopted by the company, the one that determines its organizational structure and
behavior. Critical Assessment of Contingency Theory Seeks to understand the relationships established within subsystems and organizations and their environment. It is in the process of proposing organizational designs suitable for specific situations. It was said that: There is no better way to manage or
organize depends on the environment. The administrator must develop diagnostic skills to get the right idea at the right time. The lack of consonance between an organisation and its environment leads to inefficiency. In short, the contingency approach is based on the approaches of other theories and the
criticism of each of them to show that nothing is absolute. There is no optimal method for organizations, each that suits the one that produces the best results. Theory (x) and theory (y) are not two theories, but two administrative extremes. The mechanistic and organic model is not antagonistic, but two
extremes of varieties of organizational models. The contingency point of organizations and their administration suggests that an organization is a system consisting of subsystems and demarcated by limits identifiable regarding the suprasystem it surrounds. The contingency way aims to understand the
intercompounds within and between the Subsystems, as well as within the organisation and its environment, to define the relationship schemes or variable configurations. This underlines the multivarangling nature of organizations and tries to understand how they work under variable conditions and in
specific circumstances. Contingency views are ultimately aimed at proposing organizational designs and administrative actions that are most suitable for specific situations. 7. Current revolutions. CVG Management Excellence Standard. Background. When Japan was destroyed by the war, one of the first
steps to to improve the quality of its products and as a healthy strategy the Deming Award, in recognition of its support for the first achievements achieved by applying statistical techniques in industrial quality control. Since then, the implementation of these techniques has been used throughout the
Japanese industry, including and developing it the concept of total quality control, obtaining good results and attracting the attention of many parts of the world. Today, and of its earliest years, it is an honour to opt for the Deming Award, not only for the prestige of this award, but for the great benefits
gained with the internal improvements when total quality control is implemented. In recent years, companies outside of Japan have begun to show interest in picking for the prize and giving themselves the opportunity to do so. The first to win the award in the United States was the Florida Power and Lithg,
which achieved extraordinary results. Motivated by this fact, it was proposed to the Presidency of the United States to establish a dementia-like award, with the launch of the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award. In 1987. After this event, there are many companies that achieve the privilege of winning
the prize, all of them achieve excellent results. Inspired by this background and with a view to achieving the better and sustained performance of CVG companies within a process of continuous improvement, it has been proposed to establish the CVG Standard, with the approach of the Malcom Baldrigue
Standard. Goals. To provide CVG and its companies with a management model aimed at developing a culture of continuous improvement seeking excellence. Create conditions that allow the continuous improvement of CVG and its companies, driving processes capable of turning it into highly
competitive companies. Focus aspects of the organization that allow you to have high levels of performance and projection in the future. The CVG Management Excellence Standard consists of nine basic criteria for its application, the same is explained in detail below: Management philosophy: It is at the
heart of the organization and encompasses all different elements thereof. This requires the values and leading principles that the organisation wants to promote as a culture and what it ultimately wants people to adopt as a way of life. The identification and high commitment of its leaders is needed. CVG,
represents within its principles and values: Humanism, participation, ethics, honesty, responsibility, respect, dedication and competitiveness. Clarity in the definition of the Vision and Mission is also being investigated. Strategic Planning: The company must determine the direction of the business and
develop strategies and action plans that support that direction. When plans should be taken into account, customer needs, market, market, and threats to the environment, the strengths and weaknesses of the business. This aspect also discusses how plans are allocated and deployed and how
compliance is evaluated. Focus on market and customers: This benchmark explores how the company acquires and uses the knowledge of customers and the market where it operates to continuously improve its performance, evaluate the needs of customers and expect changes in its competitive
environment to respond to the requirements and innovate with its products and services. Information and analysis: This aspect establishes the need to choose and analyze information. Similarly, a system of indicators should be in place to monitor and improve management performance and also enable
the use of benchmarks to set targets and define the levels to be achieved by the results. Human Resources: Explore the strategies companies use to realize the potential of their workers. It also establishes the need to create a working system that is conducive to high performance, participation and
personal growth. Process management: It aims to control and improve processes to exceed customer expectations and achieve high performance, this benchmark shows the continuous improvement methodology and we can conceptualise it, as a methodology applied to the processes of the organisation
to achieve a constant growth of performance levels and consists of seven aspects for its application in the processes of organisations : 1) Choice of problem or opportunity for improvement, 2) subdivision and quantification of the opportunity for improvement, 3) cause analysis, 4) establishment of the
required performance level, 5) defines and schedule solutions, 6) verify solutions and 7) warranty actions. Through the video below you will have the opportunity to continue learning about organizational behavior and its fundamental elements. It is a video lesson learned by Professor Dennis Lozano, from
the Private Technical University of Loyal, in which the basic concepts of this topic were synthesized such as motivation, leadership, behavioral models and organizational communication, among others. Download the original file
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